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Figure S12 Figure S1 . 1 H NMR spectrum of compound 1 in 90% MeOD / 10% D 2 O. Figure S2 . TGA analysis on compound 1. Figure S3 . The PXRD pattern of compound 1. A discussion comparing this pattern to that of compound 2 is given with Figure S7 (below). Figure S5 . Expansion of the aromatic region of the 1 H NMR spectrum of 2 shown in Fig. S2 . Figure S6 . TGA analysis on compound 2. Figure S7 . The PXRD pattern of compound 2. Powder diffraction patterns were measured on 1 ( Figure S3 , above) and 2 (black trace in Figure S7 ) and compared to the pattern calculated from the single crystal structure of compound 2 (red trace in Figure S7 ). The three patterns do not match one another, showing that the polycrystalline samples of 1 and 2 were not crystallographically isomorphous to each other, nor indeed were they isomorphous with the crystal of 2 used for the single crystal measurement. This is not surprising given that it was observed that two morphologies of crystals were present in the sample used for the single crystal measurement -rods and plates (see discussion of the single crystal data below). Single crystal data were collected on a plate-like crystal. Moreover, different solvates are likely to crystallise with different crystal structures, which would then have different powder patterns.
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Hence we conclude that the crystal forms investigated are not isomorphic. The NMR data (Figures S1, S4, S5, S8 and S9) give very strong evidence, however, that complexes 1-3 are isostructural at the molecular level, supporting our assertion that their solution-phase chemistry can be meaningfully compared. Figure S9 . Expansion of the aromatic region of the 1 H NMR spectrum of 3 shown in Fig. S4 .
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Figure S10. TGA analysis on compound 3.
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Figure S11. X-band EPR spectrum of paramagnetic species generated from the reaction of complex 2 with NOBF 4 , recorded in acetonitrile/THF solution at 150 K (experimental conditions: frequency, 9.4243 GHz; power, 0.63 mW; modulation, 0.3 mT). Experimental data are represented by the black line; simulation is depicted by the red trace.
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Supplementary Computational Methods and Results
Natural transition orbitals:
When expressed in terms of canonical molecular orbitals, a particular electronic excitation often has contributions from many transitions between filled and vacant MOs. NTO analysis transforms the transitions between canonical MOs into transitions between pairs of donor/acceptor NTOs that maximally account for the excitation (by diagonalizing the transition density matrix). Very often, a single NTO pair is sufficient to characterize an excitation in terms of its orbital character. Table S1 lists the MO transitions contributing significantly to S 1 of complex 2 and S 2 of complex 3; the dominant NTOs are presented in the main text. Table S1 . MO transitions with >10% weight contributing to the relevant excitations of complexes 2 and 3; H = HOMO, L = LUMO.
Complex 2
Donor MO Acceptor MO
Axis system: The complex has C 2 symmetry; by convention, the z-axis is taken along the C 2 axis (i.e., bisecting X-Co-X, X = O or S). However, it is more convenient here to define z along the trans N-Co-N axis, with y along the C 2 axis. Note that with this choice, the x-and y-axes do not coincide with Co-L bonds, but bisect them; the lobes of the d xy orbital therefore point towards the ligands and the d x2-y2 lobes point in-between.
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Linear fit of solvatochromic trend: The experimental excitation energies of complex 2 were used to fit a linear model of the form this range shifts. All spectra were measured at a concentration of 1.9 mM, with the exception of those taken in acetonitrile and DMF (both 1.6 mM).
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Single crystal crystallographic data for complex 2 (CCDC 1452332)
Refinement
Crystal data, data collection and structure refinement details are summarized in the tables below. 
Computing details
Special details
Geometry. All esds (except the esd in the dihedral angle between two l.s. planes) are estimated using the full covariance matrix. The cell esds are taken into account individually in the estimation of esds in distances, angles and torsion angles; correlations between esds in cell parameters are only used when they are defined by crystal symmetry. An approximate (isotropic) treatment of cell esds is used for estimating esds involving l.s. planes.
Refinement. Overall data quality not high, probably due to large solvent accessible voids (19% of cell) and solvent loss. The electron density in the channels was accounted for using SQUEEZE which calculated a void volume of 1149 Å 3 containing 214 electrons which could correspond to 5 molecules of Et 2 O. There are two nitrate anion sites modelled. One is 1/6 occupied and the second is disordered around a 3-fold axis. There is one central orientation with the nitrogen on the 3-fold axis which is 1/6 occupied and 3 equivalent orientations which have 2 oxygens common with the first orientation and third which lies on the 3-fold axis. Distance restraints were applied and partially occupied atoms refined with isotropic adps. Geometric parameters (Å, º) for complex 2 
Fractional atomic coordinates and isotropic or equivalent isotropic displacement parameters (Å
